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"Nobody writes breakneck-paced thrill rides like Konkoly. There are few in the genre who can do it
like he does!"-Â Russell Blake, bestselling author ofÂ the JET series and co-author for Clive
Cussler.1300 pages of heart-pounding covert operations, nail-biting espionage and elaborate
political intrigue compared to Vince Flynn, Brad Thor, Tom Clancy and Robert Ludlumâ€”THREE
BOOKS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!Black Flagged Alpha (Book 1): 4.2 out of 5 stars with 614
reviewsDaniel Petrovich, the most lethal operative created by the Department of Defense'sÂ Black
Flag Program, protects a secret buried in the deepest vaults of the Pentagon.Blackmailed into
executing one final mission, Daniel's carefully constructed "life"rapidly disintegrates into a relentless
federal manhunt--and a "24-style" race against the clock to suppress the shocking truth about his
past.Â To survive, he'll release the darkest side of his concealed identity. A dark side with few
boundaries--and even fewer loyalties. Black FlaggedÂ lays the foundation for a gritty, high-octane
series exploring the serpentine link between covert operations and government agency
politics."Fans of Ludlum and Thor alike will revel inÂ this new Black Ops series." Black Flagged
Redux (Book 2): 4.4 out of 5 stars with 179 reviewsTwo years after shocking Washington D.C. with
a brutal betrayal, General Terrence Sanderson prepares for his triumphant return. With his illegal
covert operations group resurrected, he waits in the shadows for the right moment to demonstrate
the grim necessity of the Black Flag program. His opportunity may arrive sooner than expected.At
Langley, Karl Berg is appointed to a new position with the CIA's National Clandestine Service. As
senior liaison to the Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Intelligence Center, he makes a
disturbing discovery. Russian Federation intelligence services are secretly scouring Europe to find
Anatoly Reznikov, a rogue Russian scientist at the top of every nation's WMD watch list. While the
Russians pursue Reznikov, Berg goes "off the books" again and sends one of Sanderson's Black
Flag teams to investigate. Led by Daniel Petrovich, the team uncovers a twisted conspiracy aimed
at striking a horrific blow against the West, with the frightening potential to bring the United States to
its knees.Black Flagged Apex (Book 3): 4.6 out of 5 stars with 109 reviewsA tense alliance between
General Sanderson and the CIA narrowly averts an apocalyptic attack by Islamic fundamentalists in
Europe, but ultimately fails to recover the virus canisters. With the biological weapons still missing,
the specter of an attack against the United States looms dangerously closer. Desperate to stop Al
Qaeda, Daniel Petrovich's "black ops" team is sent to investigate the last lead provided by Anatoly
Reznikov, the twisted scientist responsible for designing the virus. What they uncover will shake
U.S. authorities to the core.Every canister of the Zulu Virus has been shipped to the United
States...Back in Washington D.C., this startling revelation is intensified by a grim discovery.

Suspected Al Qaeda cells under FBI surveillance have been simultaneously massacred, targets of a
shadowy domestic terror organization with ties to a rising political movement. When Special Agent
in Charge Ryan Sharpe discovers that Al Qaeda lost possession of every virus canisters in the
coordinated attack, he deploys Task Force Scorpion to hunt down a new breed of terrorist and
recover the virus.
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Some authors lose their focus or what made their story lines and characters engaging the more
books they write in a series. Not so Steven Konkoly. The writing is just as fresh in book 3 as it was
in books 1 and 2. The writing in these three books is consistent, clear, and well edited. The
characters are interesting and three dimensional. The bad guys are treated with respect in that they
are typically quite capable and the good guys can't just roll over them and saunter off with nary a
broken sweat. The pacing is excellent. I highly recommend this trilogy. You will get hooked at the
beginning of the first book and will be clammering for more as you turn the last page of book 3.

If you love military thillers these books are for you. I loved the covert black ops teams. Wanted yet

hated(feared?) By the government it is obvious that they are needed to do the things government
couldn't do outright. But, it is for the greater good. At first you may think the team is sinister but you
will find yourself rooting for these highly trained characters because their objective is good even if a
bit messy.

For those who are new to this author, I (along with a lot of others) look forward to reading any new
book that Steven Konkoly writes! They will not put you to sleep and are action books with good
interaction between the characters. While there are romantic entanglements as there are in real life,
he does not over do it as in some romantic novels.I heartily encourage anyone who has never read
one of his books to do so! But be forewarned, you will then be HOOKED!!

This is one that totally blew away my ability to stop, put it down, and turn out the lights, so it made
for a really long day at work the next day! You know how - when you get to that part of the movie
when you know something major is about to happen, so you can't look away? In this story, you
never quite see major stuff coming, and the twists and turns will really keep your brain fully
engaged!

It's been awhile since I've read a covert ops and espionage series and I have to say this is an
excellent pick for jumping back into those murky and dangerous waters. I was captured from the
very first, finding intense action interspersed with technical jargon, all of which was punctuated by
brief moments of levity. It's so captivating I've purchased the next two books.There are numerous
headlines that I could choose for this set, but none would do it justice. Some of my thoughts are:
Personal Agendas and Long Memories, Mr and Mrs Smith Freelance Team, Paint It Black, The Last
Line of Defense, Quickness and Zero Hesitation and A Menacing Darkness. This series is
astoundingly scary. It gives "don't drink the water" a whole new meaning. Don't plan on sleeping
anytime soon.

I read the series individually as released. Steve is a great writer that makes the story believable.
You are right there. The problem with that is cannot put them down. Have to finish. Throws my
retirement schedules out. Very glad this 3 book series did not come out at once. Seriously, I highly
recommend this writer and this series.

The Black Flagged series is surely one of the best series I have read in recent years (reading about

50 books per year) and on par with Vince Flynn's Mitch Rapp series, Brad Thor's Scott Harvath,
Ben Coes's, Mark Greaney's Grayman series, Tom Wood's Victor series. Fast action, cool plots and
amazing writing. Can't wait to for the next book to be published!!!

When I started reading the first Black Flag book I was bored by the first few pages. I then re-read
the reviews on this book and decided that I should try harder. Am I glad I did. I finished the first and
could not wait to read the next books in this series. Great reading if this is your type of genre.
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